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Hello everyone .. and welcome to the Vortex .. where lies and falsehoods are trapped and 
exposed .. I’m Michael Voris. 

So an extraordinary event has happened at the Vatican. Rome has handed a document to 
the leaders of the Society of St. Pius X in order to bridge relations and clear the way for 
the society to enjoy full union with Rome.

The exact contents of the document at this time at least .. aren’t fully known .. but much 
speculation is swirling around.

Since we don’t know the words of the document .. we will of course refrain from any 
comment because frankly we don’t have a comment.

But what IS worth commenting on is this.  Because of ongoing talks for nearly the past 
two years between the Vatican and the Society .. we have said nothing publically as many 
others as well have stayed mute and simply waited.

But what’s worth commenting on is this. 

The Society formed largely in reaction to the abuses in the Church that followed in the 
wake of Vatican II.

Many of those abuses which continue widely unabated even to today are owing to a 
variety of factors .. from what many people say is ambiguous wording in the some of the 
documents of Vatican II .. to liberal progressive modernist churchmen who excitedly ran 
about doing everything they could to demolish the Church of the pre-Vatican Council 
days and using the Council as their excuse .. the SPIRIT of Vatican II it is called.

Whatever the cause .. the reality is this .. the post-conciliar Church is in shambles. 
Whatever was intended by Blessed Pope John XXIII when he called the Council has not 
been achieved.

We are quite certain that the massive apostasy by so many clergy and laity that has 
occurred is certainly NOT what good Pope John has desired.

There has been a falling away from the faith that is unparalleled in our 2000 year sacred 
history.  Satan himself would have found it difficult to imagine such a complete routing 
of the truth as has occurred in the past nearly 50 years .. although he certainly is reveling 
in it.

There is much work to be done in the Great Restoration which must take place.  Bishops 
must stand up start BEING bishops .. even if bold announcements of the truth of the faith 
do in the short run cost money and adherents.  News Flash .. any Catholic who leaves the 
Church because the truth is being proclaimed probably isn’t much of a Catholic to begin 
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with .. even if he is a big donor.  Preach the truth .. leave the finances to Our Heavenly 
Father.

Priests must look inward and realize that for many of them .. what they learned in 
seminary wasn’t always correct .. like the young man I was speaking with yesterday who 
told me a monsignor at a seminary in Detroit was teaching the class that Hell is not 
everlasting .. that IF someone goes there .. they can get out.  That’s a heresy plain and 
simple. 

Yes .. Catholic education has suffered not only for the laity in schools and universities .. 
but also seminaries .. particularly seminaries.

And the laity must also realize that we have been handed on a liberalized water-down 
version of the faith that has so corrupted our view of Catholicism that very few in 
comparison to the whole actually have any idea what it even means to BE Catholic 
anymore.

For this reason .. we sit in parishes all around the western world and blithely accept 
horrible preaching .. liturgical abuse after liturgical abuse .. and a protestantization of the 
Faith without even realizing its happening.

Pope Benedict seems plugged into all this and is forcefully going about trying to correct 
it.  His desire for a rapprochement with the Society of St. Pius X is motivated by this 
reality.  The Church needs to BE Catholic in every sense of the word.  For too long .. the 
inmates have had control of the asylum in too many parishes .. religious orders .. 
seminaries and chanceries.

The time has come to call a halt.

Let us pray for the unity that is so needed in the Church AND the humility on the part of 
everyone involved to look in the mirror and admit that we need to step it up.

And let us pray for the boldness that is in such short supply these days on the part of 
leaders and laity alike.  Blessed Mother wrap your mantle around your sons and 
daughters and use us to save souls.

GOD Love you .. 

I’m Michael Voris
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